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 Abstract 

Signature verification as a big challenge now a days. All 

signatures are depend on static and dynamic characteristic of 

the human.  In this paper, the online signature verification 

based on supervised learning  method approached. In previous 

work, the signature verified using   various classifier. In this 

work learning method imposed to identify the accurate 

signature using polynomial regression method. Scattered 

signature also calculated in this method. The SVC 2004 and 

Biosecure databases are used to verify the signature. The 

common database SVC 2004 and biosecure database are  used 

for signature verification. 

Keyword : dynamic characteristics; preprocessing;, polynominal 

regression; reference signature. 

I.Introduction 

Biometric plays a vital role in signature authentication.  For 

authentication and verification biometric involved in the 

society majorly. The traditional method of the human finger 

print, iris and face recognition used to verify the individuals. 

But the traditional method of the  verification produce 

controversy output[13] The signature divided into online 

and offline method. The offline signature verified only after 

the signature obtained .  That means the signature obtained 

after some time from the signature extraction.  But in the 

online method the signature obtained  using special devices 

example Digital tablet, smart pen etc.  And the signature 

dynamic characteristic ( acceleration, azimuth angle, 

velocity ) also verified during the verification. These 

dynamic characterization of a  individual human being not 

to be forged by skilled forger[1]. 

The online signature verification majorly divided into two 

types. One is parametric based and another one is function 

based. The parametric based signature verification again 

classified into global feature based verification and local 

feature based  verification[2].  In the global based 

application the whole  signature example average length of 

signature, maximum shape value of the signature and 

maximum no of hitting point of the signatures are   

considered for the analysis. But in local feature verification 

method,  individual  example signature length, signature 

shape, signature velocity and signature hitting point are  

analyzed for the verification[1]. Function based approach 

determine the various function of the signature. Example 

time function, amplitude function and frequency function 

has also been taken for the analysis.[8]. 

II.Related works. 

In  signature verification various algorithm are used to 

verify the result.  Before selecting the signature verification 

algorithm, each signature has to be preprocessed and filterd 

to send verification stages. Some authors select the spectral 

classifier to filter the feature output. From the given signature 

n number of signatures are taken and p number of fetures are 

selected for analysis and d no of features only selected for 

outputs[1].  The signature is segmented along the points of 

geometric extrema. After that training samples are taken and 

paired with same user. For that pair of same user both stsatic 

and dynamic features are extracted for training and testing 

signature. During the alignment process two signatures have 

different sample alignment  an nontrival method followed to 

find the solution.  If the sample signature matches with input 

signature a mapping  considered between two signature. 

Finally the output verified with the DTW algorithm. These 

level of signature verification caloled as segment level 

verification[14]. But this approach does not produce accurate 

result for complex signature. So some authors uses weights 

of the feature to select the output. Along with the weights of 

the feature a signature can be partitioned to take the  output. 

And region of the signature also calculated. So the partition 

and region of the signature all parts of the signatures are 

verified using neuro fuzzy system. In classifier a template has 
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been selected and taken into training phase and compared 

with reference signature. After that neuro fuzzy rule has been 

selected to determine the output of the entire signature. In 

fuzzy system IF then rule selected for low and high value of 

the input and output signals [2]. Some signatures are 

partitioned to based on the time interval of the signing 

process. This processes all valuable because of the length of 

the signature is same for all sign. So same width is divided  

to calculate  the  output. The distance calculated in terms of 

the signature and template generated. Again weight is 

calculated using mean and standard deviation. The weight 

output  determined by product of the mean value and 

standard deviation. Generated mean value normalized. After 

that decision boundary has been selected to obtain the 

genuine and forgery signature. The other genuine signature 

also considered as forgery signature. Fuzzy rule has also been 

used for selection of the output with low and high 

values.[4].Iinstead of selecting signature from database 

images the tablet also used to capture the original signature. 

During capturing the signature the noise, distortion and 

variation can be accured to signing the signature.  These are 

reduced to develop the signature.[15]. The white board data 

has also been taken for the handwriiten signature verification. 

Thewhite board data entirely different from signature data. 

The whiteboard date not in straight line due to wrinting 

person position. So to make all data in single line a base line 

is created to make the path in straight line. The point based 

feature set,stroke based feature set, extended point based 

feature set  are selected for the feature extraction.after the 

feature selection a Gaussian mixure model density function. 

The diagonal covariance matrices and full covariance 

matrices are  included to consider the m dimensional data 

sets.[15]. Some example algorithms are classifier, SVM 

classifier, Neural  networks, horizontal partitioning, vertical 

partitioning .  Fusion method also proposed to verify the 

signature. The fusions are  applied to either select the feature 

of the signature and  to  verify the input signature with 

reference  signature[3].. As the Nani  approach, the fusion 

give better result than the classifier. 

The different classifier have been applied to verify the 

signature but it is different from human expert and machine 

expert. The human based classifier system act as individual 

writer classification[4]. But in classification the entire 

subject  to be considered for verification  not for individuals.  

But in supervised classification or supervised learning 

method each individual has been considered for the 

verification[9]. Most of the data has been trained  for long 

days. And training data ,testing data have been checked with 

the reference signature and result to be identified.[5] 

III. Proposed signature verification system. 

The signature verification system based on the 

input signature images and reference signatures. 

The output based on the same writer signature or 

different writer signatures. The captured input 

image first preprocessed and relative features are 

extracted. Already reference signatures are 

selected and corresponding features are  extracted 

to make the database. The extracted feature in 

input image and database image feature are 

compared. Finally verification done using 

supervised learning method. And the difference 

are noted to display the output. The flowchart 

shown in figure 1. 

A.  Preprocessing. 

The input images have different dynamic ranges. So this  

range have to adapt simple line , each have same max and 

min terms. This min and max terms  have a value within 0 

and 1.[7]. The feature extraction play a vital role in 

signature verification. The feature broadly classified as local  

feature and global feature. The global feature selected to 

identify the whole signature with average values or total 

signature values. But local features  only taken signature 

signature specific point  example angle value within 

signatur, velocity of the signature, centre mass and average 

speed within stroke of the temperature.[3]. So mostly local 

feature extraction preferred for signature verification 

method. The local feature depend various methods to obtain 

exact values. Not only to remove the noises and other 

unwanted datas. The color image to binary conversion also 

needed to preprocessing steps. The method accepted to 

convert binary data is thersholding method. In thersholding 

all color images are converted into gray level images. The 

gray level image converted into binary image. The otsus 

method used to convert the binary data values. 

X(t)= 1 white pixel  ------------------------------------------ (1) 

X(t)=0  black pixel  -------------- -----------------------------(2) 
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The required threshold value selected to attain the maximum 

value output. Highly impacted noises are removed through 

the otsus method . The threshold (T=7) is selected for  

maximum removal of noises and clear outputs. The less than 

T values are removed . So signature might be skewed and 

scanned. Skew correction method followed to remove the 

unwanted signals.  

B.          Feature extraction  

After the threshold method  the image size finalized to 

capture the original output. The image resized to 128x128 . 

so the required width and length of signature observed to 

maintain the signal level. In the preprocessing , extracted 

signature preprocessed to access  accurate output.  In 

preprocessing the image size will be  reduced  to 128x128 

[6].  First the signature centered to large canvas  S= HXW. 

All background pixels are  white. The foreground pixel into 

grayscale picture[7]. The image was thinned to give the 

thickest output and resized to produce normal output. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 1.Block diagram of signature verification    

 

 

C.      Description of polynomial regression  

We propose a method based on regions of the signature of 

the signer. Our method give a good result because all  

dynamic characteristics of signature have been calculated. 

Each signature  have to be monitored by using learning 

method. The various steps have been followed to describe 

the system. First the signature have been partitioned into 

horizontal and vertical part. In horizontal and vertical  

partitioning  the velocity , pressure signal  and time 

functioning signals are extracted. So Partitioning give the 

accurate analysis of each signature . Supervised learning 

algorithm discuss the detailed flow of learning details in 

signature. The supervised learning make a predictions based 

on the uncertainty evidence. A computer  system learn the 

data  input from the training model.    

The model also be formulated to predict various signature. 

The velocity, time, pressure and angle of the signature are 

collected for to bring a model data. A new data to be 

verified with model  data and can also be predict the 

originality. The supervised learning splited for classification 

and regression  methods. In classification system all 

prediction values that means goal are set into classes. But in 

regression the continues variables are predicted to assign the 

new work. Our proposed system based on the regression 

method. Generally linear, logistic and polynomial regression 

also considered for various outputs. Linear regression only  

generate straight line output. Logistic regression output 

generated only for top and bottom value of the signature. 

But the polynomial regression produce Parabolic. That 

parabola cover all the signature points. For example the 

signature scattered entire path, 80% of the signature 

captured by polynomial signature verification.  

The polynomial take independent variable x and dependent 

variable y. 

The relation expressed as 

Yi= b0+b1xi+b2xi
2
+b3xi

3
+….. ------------------------        (3) 

 The polynomial also related to matrix format . the y 

variable represented interms of y0 to yn. X variable related 

to x1 to xn. And constant also related bo to bn. 
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The constant or weight also calculated  transpose matrix. 

The least square mean value calculated  using the 

polynomial regression. This method minimize the variance 

of the unbiased coefficients. 

The performance of the polynomial method verified using 

mean square error, coefficient of determination and 

maximum relative error.               

                      Summation of all values 

Mean square error  =            Total no of signature obtained. 

D. Novel approach in signature verification  using  

polynomial  Regression 

Using the concept of polynomial approach a signature 

feature are extracted. And the corresponding feature are 

saved for database storage. The data used to store the 

reference and input signature are implemented in various 

line codes. The extracted feature are combined and selected 

to produce the required output. Every features are 

implemented to acquire to data length. The polynomial 

regression accept scattered data input. Because the linear  

regression take only straight line of data. So many datas are 

missed in the straight line path. In logistic regression 

method only the success vale and failure values are 

calculated. 

So polynomial regression executed to develop the all 

scattered result into one form. Because during sign phases 

person never sign in straight value. The sign should be tilted 

o degree to 60 degree. So polynomial regression accept 

every tilting point of the values to adjust very person 

variations. 

 

 

 

 

Fig 2  Polynomial regression               Fig 3. Input image 

  

Figure 2 shows the normal polynomial expression and 

figure 3 shows the input images. The polynomial expression 

used to shows the scattering of signature with various level. 

The input image have various angle position with signing 

position. 

IV. Experiment Results and Discussion 

The proposed signature verification system  performed the 

database SVC2000[8]. The signature verification system 

worked based on the genuine person signature . That is 

different from forgery signature  verification. For training 

signature purpose, five genuine signatures  are selected . 

Remaining five genuine and forgery signatures are selected 

for test signature. Each training and test signature is 

modeled by polynomial  model . Randomly samples are 

chosen and send to database signature.  

For testing purpose genuine signature and random signature 

are selected for accountability.  The forgery also classified 

as random forgery, simple forgery and skilled forgery. The 

skilled forgery system is tedious compared with simple and 

random forgery. Because skilled forgery person known the 

name and sign of the genuine person details. So skilled 

forgery person easily understand the genuine person 

behavioral characteristics. 

So training and testing processes repeated at least ten times 

to capture the accurate result. The  result obtained to various 

dataset compared with other papers. 

The result compared with some traditional performance as 

false acceptance rate(FAR) the rate at which genuine 

signature accepted , False rejection rate(FRR) the rate at 

which forgery signature rejected  and Equal error rate(ERR) 

the rate for error between FAR and FRR. 

The FAR and FRR calculated with threshold value. For 

genuine signature threshold 1 is selected. Forgery signature 

threshold -1 is selected. For other signer 0 is selected for 

threshold value. While comparing the output above 0 value 

is genuine value. Below 0 value is forgery signature. 

A. SVC 2004 DATABASE  

The SVC 2004 database obtained from digital tablet input. It 

consist of 40 user signature. In that 20 signatures  are used 

for genuine signature. Other 20 signature are used for 

skilled forgery signature. During training phase five 

signature are used for genuine. During test phase remaining 

five  signature used for genuine and five signature used for 

forgery.[3] 

B.Biosecure database 

 The biosecure database also obtained from digital database. 

It also consist of 20 genuine user and 20 forgery user. 
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During training phase 10 signature considered. Similarly 

testing phase 5  signature also considered. The forgery 5 

signature considered for test phase.[3] 

 

Table 1. Training database for traditional performance 

verification. 

 

Table 2. Testing database for traditional performance 

verification 

 

 

 

 

Fig  4. Output image 

the simulation was performed with  SVC2004 database and 

biosecure database.  The test carried out for various signers. 

The signer data has been evaluated to verify the details 

interms  of  no of forgery data and original data[8]. The 

original data result has been accepted for the overall forgery 

improvement datas. 

The coefficient weights and standard deviation also 

calculated to define the genuine and forgery definition. 

        

 Svc2004 database  

 

                        Biosecure Database 

 

 

V.Conclusion 

This paper introduce a supervised learning in terms of 

regression method. The polynomial supervised learning 

system used for find  the scattered points of the signature 

with effective manner. The database created from SVC 2004 

and Biosecure system. All databases are used training 

dataset and testing data set . Each database consist of 10 no 

of genuine signature and 10 no of forgery signature. Each 

signature splitted into training signature and test signature. 

The training and test signature compared with reference 

input and input images. The FAR,FRR and EER system 

used to define the system performance  along with 

coefficient weight and standard deviation value prescribe 

the output measurance value.  Two different dataset produce 

entirely different genuine signature acceptance and forgery 

signature rejection rate. So depending on the individual 

writer the ability the output generated for databases. Various 

threshold selected to identify the genuine and forgery 

signatures.

Training Dataset FAR(%) FRR(%) EER(%) 

5 samples Svc2004 6% 28% 10% 

10 samples Svc 2004 8% 30% 12% 

 5 samples Biosecure  7% 25% 12% 

10 samples Biosecure  6% 22% 10% 

Testing Dataset FAR(%) FRR(%) EER(%) 

10 samples Svc2004 8% 30% 12% 

10 samples Biosecure  7% 26% 8% 
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